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I. SUPPLEMENTAL ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 


A. The Circuit Court erred in granting summary judgment on plaintiffs' claims of negligent 
misrepresentation, civil fraud, detrimental reliance and breach of contract by deciding all of the 
disputed facts in favor of the defendant, drawing all reasonable inferences in favor of the defendant 
and disregarding the law applicable to these claims, denying plaintiffs their constitutional rights to 
trial by jury and due process. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

PetitionerslPlaintiffs belowl incorporate their statements of the case, facts and arguments as 

contained in the prior briefing in this matter as if set forth verbatim herein. Certain facts are highlighted 

within the arguments below. 

m. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The Court below erroneously granted summary judgment on plaintiffs' counts of negligent 

misrepresentation, fraud, detrimental reliance, breach of contract and joint venture for the same reason it 

dismissed the legal malpractice claim-- because the plaintiffs settled the IRS claims made against them. In 

relying on Calvert v. Scharf, 217 W.Va. 684, 629 S.E.2d 197 (2005), a case that did not involve claims of 

fraud or misrepresentation, to dismiss plaintiffs' other causes of action, the Circuit Court disregarded the 

recent case of Rubin Res., Inc. v. Morris, 237 W. Va. 370, 787 S.E.2d 641,643 (2016), which held that a 

settlement did not bar a cause of action for legal malpractice and did not preclude the plaintiff from 

proving proximate cause and that it was really an issue of mitigation of damages. 

The Circuit Court decided genuine issues of disputed fact in favor of the defendant on plaintiffs' 

counts of misrepresentation, civil fraud, breach of contract and joint venture. The Circuit Court ignored 

all of the facts that favored the plaintiffs and drew all inferences in favor of the moving party. The Circuit 

Court left out entirely one of the plaintiffs' bases for the fraud and misrepresentation case--that defendant 

failed to properly check out the buyer entities when specifically asked, but mislead the plaintiffs into 

believing that it had. It essentially adopted the defense-brief version of all of the facts. As a result, the 

plaintiffs have been denied their constitutional rights to a trial by jury and due process. 

1 PetitionerslPlaintiffs below will hereinafter be referred to as "plaintiffs" and RespondentlDefendant below will 
hereinafter be referred to as "defendant," for ease of reference and consistency with the orders appealed. 



The Circuit Court disregarded the law applicable to a civil fraud and misrepresentation case, 

which holds that one under a duty to give infonnation to another, who makes an erroneous statement 

when he has no knowledge on the subject, and thereby misleads the other to his injury, is as much liable 

in law as if he had intentionally stated a falsehood. The Court disregarded the law of fraudulent 

concealment or suppression, which creates a duty to disclose where one voluntarily undertakes to speak 

but fails to prevent his or her words from being misleading and holds that a statement that contains only 

favorable matters, and omits all references to unfavorable matters, is as much a false representation as if 

all the facts stated were untrue. 

The Circuit Court erroneously held that plaintiffs' claims for misrepresentation and fraud were 

precluded because they were advising the plaintiffs about the future income tax consequences of the sale. 

The Court failed to acknowledge that defendant may be held liable for its promise under the long-standing 

"fraudulent promise doctrine." Moreover, plaintiffs' fraud claim is not predicated on prediction of future 

facts, but upon the misrepresentations about the facts and law that were in existence at the time defendant 

made its misrepresentations. Plaintiffs were justified in relying upon the express promise of their lawyers 

and their representations in entering into the transaction at issue and the Circuit Court erred in making a 

factual finding in favor of the defendant holding the opposite. 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. Standard of Review 

The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals in Williams v. Precision Coil, Inc., 459 S.E.2d 329 

(W.Va. 1995), stated: 

'" A motion for summary judgment should be granted only when it is clear that there is no genuine 
issue of fact to be tried and inquiry concerning the facts is not desirable to clarify the application of 
law.' Syllabus Point 3, Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Federal Insurance Co. 0/ New York, 148 
W.Va. 160, 133 S.E.2d 770 (1963)." Syllabus Point 1 Andrickv. Town o/Buckhannon, 187 W.Va. 
706,421 S.E.2d 247 (1992). 

The Court cautioned that: 

... The circuit court's function at the summary judgment stage is not to weigh the evidence and 
determine the truth of the matter but to determine whether there is a genuine issue for 
trial." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 249, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 2511, 91 L.Ed.2d 202, 
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212 (1986). Consequently, we must draw any permissible inference from the underling facts 
in the most favorable light to the party opposing the motion. . .. In assessing the factual 
record, we must grant the nonmoving party the benefit of inferences, as "[c]redibility 
determinations, the weighing of the evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the 
facts are jury functions, not those of ajudge[.]" Anderson, 477 U.S. at 255, 106 S.Ct. at 2513,91 
L.Ed.2d at 216. Summary judgment should be denied "even when there is no dispute as to the 
evidentiary facts in the case but only as to the conclusions to be drawn therefrom." Pierce v. 
Ford Motor Co., 190 F.2d 910,915 (4th Cir.) cert. denied 342 U.S. 887, 72 S.Ct. 178,96 L.Ed. 
666 (1951). Similarly, when a party can show that demeanor evidence legally could affect 
the result, summary judgment should be denied. 

Id at 336 (emphasis added; footnotes and citations omitted). 

This Court's standard of review concerning summary judgment is well settled. Upon appeal, "[a] 

circuit court's entry of summary judgment is reviewed de novo." Syllabus point 1, Painter v. Peavy, 192 

W.Va. 189,451 S.E.2d 755 (1994). 

B. The Circuit Court erred in granting summary judgment on plaintiffs' claims of negligent 
misrepresentation, civil fraud, detrimental reliance and breach of contract by deciding all of the 
disputed facts in favor of the defendant, drawing all reasonable inferences in favor of the defendant 
and disregarding the law applicable to these claims, denying plaintiffs their constitutional rights to 
trial by jury and due process. 

The Court made broad reaching fmdings of genuinely disputed fact in favor of the defendant in 

dismissing plaintiffs' claims. It adopted entirely defendant's version of the facts of the case with regard to 

liability, causation, and damages. It drew every inference in favor of the defendant. As a result, the 

plaintiffs have been denied their constitutional rights to a jury trial and proper due process. 

In the Court's order granting summary judgment on these claims, the Court made four paragraphs 

of findings of fact, paragraphs 9-12. Paragraph nine consists entirely and solely of arguments made by 

the defendant. "In support of its position, McGuire Woods raises the following points, among others: ... " 

The Court's findings of fact in paragraph nine were simply arguments made in favor of the defendants, 

and none in favor of the plaintiffs. Every single argument was disputed by the plaintiffs, including, 

"McGuireWoods' opinion letter properly advised Plaintiffs of the tax consequences of the Transaction," 

and "McGuireWoods' investigation of the buyer at the time of the Transaction was appropriate," and 

"The IRS incorrectly applied the various theories under which they sought to recharacterize the 

Transaction," which all cited to defendant's prior motions for summary judgment as support and ignored 
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the plaintiffs' expert's opinions. JA 459-70, 510-85, 1504, 1631. Paragraph nine further said, "At the time 

they gave their advice, McGuire Woods had no information regarding the buyer's post-Transaction activities 

and structured transactions that, years later, would be treated as an abusive tax shelter by the IRS," ignoring 

plaintiffs' evidence that defendant did know that the buyer entity was going to liquidate the portfolio 

shortly after closing. (JA 1166, 1170) It went on to say, "Cases involving attempted assessments of taxes 

under similar facts have been resolved in favor of the taxpayers," ignoring the cases where the taxpayers lost. See 

Cullifer v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, No. 20177-11 (T.c. October 7, 2014) (where the IRS 

successfully asserted transferee liability associated with a stock sale.) While the order cites these as 

arguments of the defendant, since these arguments were the majority of the findings of fact by the Court, 

it is significant. 

The Court further found in paragraph 10, that "the Tax Opinion stated that the opinions set 

forth therein were "based on current provisions of the Code, and Treasury Regulations 

promUlgated thereunder, pertinent judicial authority, and published pronouncements of the Internal 

Revenue Service, any of which may be changed at any time with retroactive effect," the Court 

failed to acknowledge that all of the theories asserted against the plaintiffs were in effect before the 

defendant's tax opinion? What little express findings of fact were made by the Court, they were all in 

favor of the defendant and they all were disputed by facts presented by the plaintiffs. 

C. The Court below ignored facts from which it could be reasonably inferred that McGuireWoods 
made negligent and fraudulent misrepresentations to the plaintiffs upon which they relied to their 
detriment. 

"Generally speaking, '[f]raud has been defined as including all acts, omissions, and concealments 

which involve a breach of a legal duty, trust or confidence justly reposed, and which are injurious to 

another, or by which an undue and unconscientious advantage is taken of another.'" Stanley v. Sewell 

Coal Co., 169 W.Va. 72, 76, 285 S.E.2d 679,682 (1981) (citations omitted). It has been repeatedly held 

2 The findings of fact in paragraph 11, dealing with disputed facts about the accountant letter and defendant's 
response to it, are addressed below in the section on plaintiffs reasonable reliance on the representations of their 
lawyers. The fmdings of fact in paragraph 12, dealing with joint venture, are addressed below in the section titled, 
"There was sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could determine that defendant was engaged in a joint 
venture along with the buyer entities, which the Circuit Court disregarded." 
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that fraud does not have to be proved by direct and positive evidence but may be established by 

circumstantial evidence. Workv. Rogerson, 152 W. Va. 169, 181,160 S.E.2d 159, 167 (1968) Accord,37 

AmJur.2d § 471 (internal citations omitted). When a breach ofthe duty to disclose information is alleged, 

there is a rebuttable presumption that the plaintiffs reliance was reasonable. In re Van Quach, 187 B.R. 

615 (N.D. Ill. 1995). The essential elements in an action for fraud are: (1) the act claimed to be fraudulent 

was the act of the defendant or induced by him; (2) it was material and false; (3) the plaintiff relied upon 

it and was justified under the circumstances in relying upon it and (4) he was damaged because he relied 

upon it. Syl. Pt. 1, Lengyel v. Lint, 167 W.Va. 272, 280 S.E.2d 66 (1981); Kessel v. Leavitt, 204 W. Va. 

95, 127,511 S.E.2d 720, 752 (1998). Folio v. City o/Clarksburg, 221 W. Va. 397, 405, 655 S.E.2d 143, 

151 (2007) held that a cause of action exists in West Virginia for negligent misrepresentation: 

This Court has long since held that, "One under a duty to give information to another, who makes an 
erroneous statement when he has no knowledge on the subject, and thereby misleads the other to his 
injury, is as much liable in law as if he had intentionally stated a falsehood ...when a person induces 
another to enter into a contract by false representations, "[it] is not indispensable to a recovery that 
the defendant actually knew them to be false." 

When a party makes a partial disclosure, the party then has a duty to tell the whole truth. 37 Am. Jur.2d § 

209; Trout v. Harrell, 233 S.W.2d 233 (Ark. 1950); Sparks v. Guaranty State Bank, 318 P.2d 102 (Kan. 

1957). Under the law of fraudulent concealment or suppression, a duty to disclose may exist where one 

voluntarily undertakes to speak but fails to prevent his or her words from being misleading. 37 Am. 

Jur.2d § 209; Eisenschmidt v. Conway, 155 P.2d 241 (Okla. 1944). "A statement containing a half-truth 

may be as misleading as a statement wholly false. Thus, a statement that contains only favorable matters 

and omits all references to unfavorable matters is as much a false representation as if all the facts stated 

were untrue." Restatement Second, Torts § 529, comment a. 

Plaintiffs' evidence is overwhelming as to their causes of action. Plaintiffs certainly presented 

evidence demonstrating that there are genuine issues of material fact as to plaintiffs' causes of action. 

This was a complex sale transaction, basically to an alleged fraudulent purchaser, which McGuireWoods 

arranged, orchestrated, and structured. (IRS Transferee Report, JA1144-1229) Defendant wrote to the 

Kay Company and outlined the deal, explaining that there would be only a single tax to the shareholders, 
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not a double tax. (JA1305.) It then identified and brought the buyer to plaintiffs and arranged for them to 

sell Kay Co. to a company formed solely to "purchase" their stock and promptly liquidate Kay Co. 

without paying taxes owed. However, defendant reported to the Board that the transaction was legitimate 

and the Board relied on that representation. (8-22-00 Bd. of Dir. Mtg. minutes, JA1330; 8-22-00 Board 

Conf. Call Memo/Notes, JA1332) Evidence indicated that McGuireWoods knew or should have known 

that the shell buyer was borrowing the purchase price and would immediately sell the Portfolio Securities 

to repay that loan - thus leaving the Kay Company insolvent and unable to pay the taxes owed to the IRS. 

In fact, there was actual knowledge of such loan, as was stated in the First Union letter dated October 17, 

2000, "In this transaction, it is contemplated that the Trust will leverage a substantial portion, if not all, of 

the stock purchase price with a private lender." (JA1l69) The Kay Company and its shareholders were 

never warned of the risks these facts posed. Instead, McGuire Woods wrote to the President of The Kay 

Co. and stated: "I have raised the tax issues that we discussed with Tom and he has also spoken with 

Steve Robey, and Tom [of MW] is confidant [sic] that our tax structure could not be disregarded." 

(JA1303) Hence, the documents show that plaintiffs were given an express misrepresentation by 

McGuire Woods that the IRS could not disregard the transaction. 

In contrast to defendant's representations to plaintiffs, documents show that McGuireWoods had 

actual knowledge that the IRS might re-characterize this stock sale, and attempt to make the Kay 

Company shareholders pay the tax, which it did. In its internal notes, it expressly discussed the risk: "If 

there is any re-characterization by the Service of tax treatment, who pays the taxes?" and "What happens 

if the IRS disregards our structure and deems it a liquidation prior to closing?" (JA 1508) Documents 

show that McGuire Woods even had a personal discussion with the fraudulent buyer using the words "tax 

shelter." (JAI489) Defendant did not tell the plaintiffs or present the risk factors in their purported legal 

opinion - thereby acting more as promoter than as independent legal counsel. The failure to disclose this, 

when it had a duty to speak, constitutes misrepresentation by omission, civil fraud and fraudulent 

concealment. Moreover, the IRS concluded, and the plaintiffs contend, that McGuireWoods was the 
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promoter of this tax shelter. (J A 1148, "Promoters") If the jury agrees, then McGuire Woods had a direct 

conflict of interest and had a duty to disclose that transaction as a tax shelter. 

Independent of its duties and failures with regard to the tax opinion and advice, was defendant's 

failure to confirm the legitimacy of the buyer entity. The evidence showed that the Kay Company made 

repeated inquiries and requests to McGuire Woods to verify the legitimacy and bona fides of the buyers, 

making sure that the purchase money came from American banks, that the buyer be clearly identified and 

the companies and law firms on the buyer's side were reputable and explaining that they did not want to 

get involved in anything where there was risk involved and, as such, McGuire Woods knew it had a duty 

to investigate. (Transferee Report, JAI144-1229; Various Documents related to checking out the buyer, 

JAI436-1458; depo. Jack Kay, JA1295; Depo. C. Brown, pp.177-8, SA180; 10-17-00 MW email.SAI60; 

Depo. Rohman, pp.44-49,78,80,99,171-3,202-4, SAI48-52,155-7) McGuireWoods knew it had a duty 

and responsibility to plaintiffs, because they specifically asked, to investigate the validity of the buyer of 

the stock of Kay Co. to reasonably ensure that the buyer was a legitimate business and in full compliance 

with applicable tax laws and that the buyer had legitimately incurred tax losses. (JAI504, Declaration of 

Robert L. Sommers; JAI131-1143, Henry W. Battle; depo. C.Woods, p.177-8, SA180; Depo. Rohman, 

p.45, SA148; 10-17-00 email SA160) Evidence shows that McGuireWoods was cleverly leading the 

plaintiffs to believe that it was obtaining the information and that the buyers were legitimate, when it 

admits it did essentially nothing to determine their legitimacy and even talked about not knowing who the 

buyer was in internal documents. (Depo. Rohman, pp.44-49,7S,SO,99,171-3,202-4, SAI4S-52,155-7) In 

discussing the agreement, McGuireWoods said in an internal email: "The blank space for the purchaser 

really exacerbates the anxiety of some of the Board (in other words, they still do not know who the 

purchaser is)" (10-17-00 email.SAI60) Evidence showed that McGuire Woods, who only got paid its 

contingent fee if the deal went through, arranged for the plaintiffs to sell their stock to a shell company 

that did not have valid assets to pay the corporate tax nor valid loss which would have offset the gains for 

the stock sale, although defendant admittedly knew it had a duty to investigate. (Transferee Report, 

JAI144-1229; Various Documents related to checking out the buyer, JA1436-145S; depo. Jack Kay, 
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JA1295; Depo. C. Brown, pp.l77-8, SA180; 10-17-00 MW email.SA160; Depo. Rohman, pp.44

49,78,80,99,171-3,202-4, SA148-52,155-7.) The Circuit Court ignored this independent aspect of 

plaintiffs' civil fraud and misrepresentation claims. 

Evidence showed that the plaintiffs relied on the advice and misrepresentations of the defendant 

and sold the Kay Co. for approximately one million dollars less than it was worth in what turned out to be 

a "Son of Boss" transaction. (JA1144,1484) There is no doubt had McGuireWoods advised plaintiffs of 

all the facts and risks surrounding the sale and the buyers, including but not limited to "Son of Boss" 

notices, issued by the IRS prior to the sale, they would never have entered into the transaction. (Affid, 

H.Battle, JA1131; DepoJack Kay JAI292-1302) 

The Internal Revenue Service did in fact disregard the transaction and assessed plaintiffs over $5 

million as a result of gains triggered on the sale of the Portfolio Securities, which were not sheltered by 

McGuireWoods's scheme. The Internal Revenue Service detennined the transaction was a "sham" 

transaction, a Son of Boss deal. (JA1144,1484) The IRS, therefore, asserted the Tax Assessment for 

unpaid corporate taxes against the Kay shareholders under doctrines of ''transferee'' liability, step 

transaction and economic substance. (Transferee Report, JA1144-l229) All of these doctrines existed at 

the time McGuireWoods provided its tax opinion to the plaintiffs, and none of these doctrines were 

identified by McGuireWoods in its tax opinion, as they should have been. (JA1454) For that matter, it is 

undisputed that McGuireWoods did not identify any risks associated with the transaction. (JAI454) 

Following negotiations and proceedings, the tax assessment cases were ultimately settled with the IRS 

because plaintiffs could not afford hundreds of thousands more in appeal fees to continue the fight and 

could not afford to risk the over five million dollar loss and further economic disaster. After advice from 

their attorneys, the plaintiffs paid approximately $1,820,000.00 to the Internal Revenue Service to resolve 

the claims against them. (See IRS settlement agreements, JA1263-1291; depo."Jack" Kay, JA1300; Depo. 

Rohman, p.l03, SA153) Further, plaintiffs incurred legal and accounting fees in the amount of 

approximately $575,000.00 in attempting to defend the transaction. (JAl189, 1961) 
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D. Plaintiffs can legally and factually show causation in their claims of civil fraud, 
misrepresentation and detrimental reliance and the Circuit Court erred in holding otherwise. 

Plaintiffs demonstrated genuine issues of material fact as to causation of their damages and their 

right to damages under West Virginia law. The Circuit Court incorrectly held that since the plaintiffs 

mitigated their damages and settled the matter with the IRS, even after vigorous defense and for a 

substantial lesser amount than they were assessed, that plaintiffs are barred from pursuing their claims for 

civil fraud, negligent misrepresentation, detrimental reliance, breach of contract, and joint venture against 

defendant, in other words, that settlement bars these claims, relying upon Calvert v. Scarf, 217 W.Va. 

684, 619 S.E.2d 197 (2005). Calvert was a case of legal malpractice, not fraud or misrepresentation. 

Therefore, Calvert is not applicable. Moreover, the Circuit Court disregarded the recent case of Rubin 

Res., Inc. v. Morris, 237 W. Va. 370, 787 S.E.2d 641 (2016) In that case, this Court adopted arguments 

the plaintiffs made in this case, and ruled that a settlement did not bar a cause of action for legal 

malpractice and did not preclude the plaintiff in that case from proving proximate cause and that it was 

really an issue of mitigation of damages. Rubin makes it clear that the settlement in this case does not bar 

plaintiffs from proving proximate cause. Rubin makes it clear that the Calvert argument, upon which the 

Circuit Court relied to justify dismissal of all of plaintiffs' causes of action, is not sufficient to support 

summary judgment on those counts. 

Causation in a civil fraud and misrepresentation claim simply requires a plaintiff to show that a 

plaintiff relied on the fraudulent conduct and sustained a detriment. See Kessel v. Leavitt, 204 W.Va. 95, 

127, 511 S.E.2d 720, 752 (1998). The Court below disregarded the nearly undisputed evidence that "but 

for" the defendant's failure to advise plaintiffs of the risks of the McGuire Woods deal and the buyers, 

which clearly it did not do, plaintiffs would never have entered into the transaction at all, and, therefore, 

none of the damages would have occurred. (JAI131-1135, Henry Battle Affidavit, JAI292-1302, "Jack" 

Kay Depo. JAI292-1302) This is supported by testimony of every plaintiff. As such, plaintiff can show 

"but for" causation in this transactional malpractice and civil fraud claim. There is clearly sufficient 

evidence to show a detriment to the plaintiffs. Importantly, defendant could reasonably foresee the IRS 
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assessment, the damage it caused and the settlement, so the element of proximate cause is met in this 

case. The plaintiffs clearly survive summary judgment on causation in the "case within a case," "no deal" 

transactional malpractice setting3 and misrepresentation claims because there are genuine issues of 

material fact. 

Since there exists genuine issues of fact as to "but for" also called "cause in fact" causation, the 

Court then examines proximate cause. Before any intervening cause or negligence of another may 

insulate the original wrongdoer or tortfeasor from liability by breaking the proximate causation chain, it 

must be shown that the conduct, acts, omissions or negligence the defendant seeks to establish as an 

intervening cause were not reasonably foreseeable by the defendant as a result of his conduct, acts or 

omissions. The evidence showed that McGuireWoods had actual knowledge of the risk because, in its 

internal notes, it expressly discussed it: "If there is any re-characterization by the Service of tax 

treatment, who pays the taxes?" and "What happens if the IRS disregards our structure and deems it a 

liquidation prior to closing?" (JA1508) The Circuit Court failed to follow the law which holds that any 

harm which is in itself foreseeable, as to which the actor has created or increased the recognizable risk, is 

always "proximate," no matter how it is brought about. Comment h. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 

442B (1965) There is no doubt, or at least there is a question of fact, that McGuireWoods' had actual 

knowledge of the risk of harm and, as such, its conduct is a proximate cause of the damage. 

Furthermore, the normal efforts of the plaintiffs to avert the threatened harm are not a superseding 

cause of harm resulting from such efforts. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 445 (1965) McGuireWoods' 

negligent conduct threatened harm in the form of a possible five million dollar assessment to the 

plaintiffs. The normal (or in this case extraordinary) efforts of the plaintiffs to avert the threatened harm 

3 Professional negligence claims arising from business transactions are often called "transactional malpractice." In a 
transactional malpractice case, plaintiffs may prove that they would have obtained a more favorable result in the 
transaction in the absence of the attorney negligence, sometimes called the "better deal" scenario, and plaintiffs may 
prove the "no deal" scenario, where the plaintiffs show they would have been better off if they had walked away 
from the transaction and would not have done it had they known about the alleged negligent provision. See Viner v. 
Sweet, 30 Cal. 4th 1232, 1241, 70 P.3d 1046, 1052 (2003). The causation or "case within a case" decision the jury 
makes is what the outcome for the plaintiff would have been had the defendant not been negligent and, if that 
outcome was more favorable to the plaintiff than what did occur, the defendant caused the plaintiff's damages. 
Accord, Rubin 787 S.E.2d at 645-6. 
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by hiring and paying attorneys to help them with the IRS assessment and settling to avoid the chance of 

more catastrophic loss is not a superseding cause of the harm resulting from those efforts. As explained in 

Rubin, at best, it is an issue of whether the plaintiffs properly mitigated their damages. Rubin, 787 S.E.2d 

at 647. That is a jury question, as well. 

The plaintiffs' burden on causation is to show that they either would have received a better deal but 

for the negligence and misrepresentations of the lawyer, or that they would have walked away from the 

deal (and been better off) but for the negligence and misrepresentations of the lawyer. Then plaintiffs 

have to show that the IRS assessment and settlement were foreseeable by the defendant. If applicable, the 

defendant then has the burden of proof to show, if it can, that the plaintiffs did not properly mitigate their 

damages. All of this requires a factual analysis to be made by a jury. The plaintiffs presented sufficient, if 

not undisputed, evidence to create a question of fact for the jury that they would have walked away from 

the deal had McGuireWoods done its job properly. They further have presented significant and specific 

evidence that they would have been better off if they had. Plaintiffs presented evidence of losing 

approximately one million dollars' worth of their stock portfolio, over 1.8 million in payments made to 

the IRS, and presented expert testimony by a forensic economist, a stock valuator, and an expert in the 

valuation and purchase of coal assets, to show with specific numbers, the opportunity costs to them, 

certainly evidence sufficient to create a question of fact for the jury. (JAI710, 1875-1889,1961,2010, 

411,459, 502) 

It also is erroneous to hold that the plaintiffs cannot prove that McGuire Woods was wrong unless 

they fought the IRS to the end, which could be the U.S. Supreme Court, and lost. It requires that victims 

of misrepresentation and legal malpractice keep themselves in harm's way. It was easy for 

McGuireWoods to sit back and let plaintiffs spend hundreds of thousands of dollars, offer plaintiffs no 

help, and then claim plaintiffs can't sue them if plaintiffs settled. 

McGuireWoods states repeatedly that Jennie Graham fought the IRS and won, implying that the 

other shareholders would have won if they had not settled. It fails to acknowledge a critical fact--the 

reason she won is that the taxpayer who was assessed, James Graham, died intestate about 15 months 
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after the assessment. (SA236) James Graham, who worked as a technician for the DMV, had spent the 

money he received from the sale of the stock long before his death and died intestate, with assets less than 

required to be probated under Nevada law. (SA236) Thus, any assessment against Jennie Graham would 

be as a transferee of a transferee (James Graham) and she would only liable for proceeds that she actually 

received under Nevada (and federal) law. (SA236) She did not receive anything from the sale of the 

stock because that money was gone and not in the estate to transfer to her. She did not even own the LLC 

assets during the time the assessment was pending. (SA235, JA959) The IRS agreed to dismiss by 

consent under the facts and Nevada law because James Graham had passed away. (JA972) The other 

shareholders did not get that benefit and were subject to collection of multi-millions of dollars due to 

McGuireWoods's tortious conduct. 

McGuireWoods argues that it was only offered the chance to take over the defense four days 

before some settled with the IRS. It states this to imply that it did not have the opportunity to participate 

prior to the plaintiffs' settlements. This is incorrect. It is undisputed that McGuire Woods knew about the 

IRS assessment and were asked for their input from the beginning. (8-22-05 ltr. to Rohman, SA182: "it 

would be helpful if we could get your insight ... "; 9-17-07 email toMcGuireWoodsattorneyBell.SA 

183: "The IRS has now opened transferee liability files against selected former shareholders as per the 

cover letter. What are your thoughts? I would like your input on both the proposed response and the FOIA 

request.") McGuireWoods, as experienced tax counsel, knew a settlement would be an issue eventually. 

There are documents between McGuireWoods and plaintiffs' IRS counsel, discussing the proceedings at 

various times, so it was kept abreast and, not once, did it take a more active role or ask for additional 

information. (SA 182-235) Not once did McGuireWoods make a peep saying, yes, we will help you 

defend against the IRS, or saying, plaintiffs, you should not consider settling with the IRS or we do not 

think you should settle with the IRS, or you are wrong to seek to settle with the IRS, or you will surely 

win if you continue to fight the IRS. Plaintiffs' IRS counsel testified that early on he asked 

McGuireWoods for their help and assistance, which it declined. (JA696-7) While McGuireWoods denies 
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this took place in its brief, that is at best a disputed fact and a credibility issue and McGuireWoods cannot 

rely upon its version of disputed facts to support a motion for summary judgment. 

Even if there were not such a request, for McGuireWoods to sit back, offer the plaintiffs no help, 

knowing what was happening, and offer no objection to a settlement at any time from the beginning ofthe 

assessments to the end, knowing that a settlement would be an issue at some point, and then argue the 

plaintiffs are barred because they settled, is unconscionable. Being given the opportunity for input 

throughout, and later to step in and take over the defense to fix what it had done, knowing the tight 

deadline, and declining to do so, for whatever reason, is further unconscionable behavior. From the day 

McGuireWoods learned of the assessments, it should have immediately stepped in to try to mitigate the 

damages it caused to the plaintiffs. Any honorable law firm, seeing what was written in that IRS report 

about it providing a grossly inadequate tax opinion with no legal analysis or cites to authority, and 

deeming the law firm a promoter of the scheme, would have stepped up and helped its clients, paid or not. 

Because it did not, when it could have, McGuireWoods cannot now complain that the plaintiffs' 

settlement bars their claims. 

E. The Circuit Court failed to apply the fraudulent promise doctrine and failed to acknowledge that 
plaintiffs' claims were based upon misrepresentations of current fact. 

The Court below held that the plaintiffs' fraud and misrepresentation claims should be dismissed 

because defendant's misrepresentation was a promise of a future occurrence. There are multiple problems 

with its holding. First, the Circuit Court erred by failing to follow the long standing "fraudulent promise 

doctrine," holding that there is an exception to the general rule that fraud cannot be predicated on a 

promise not performed. See Davis v. Alford, 113 W.Va. 30, 166 S.E. 701 (1932). This exception, as 

explained in Davis, comes into play where the device used to accomplish the fraud is the promise 

itself.Id at 32, 166 S.E. at 702; Traders Bank v. Dils, 226 W. Va. 691, 695, 704 S.E.2d 691,695 (2010). 

As further explained by the Southern District, "[M]isrepresentations regarding future events can serve as 

the basis for a fraud claim if they are not 'made in the honest belief that they will prove correct.' Federal 

Credit Ins. Corp. v. Bakkebo, 506 F.3d 286, 297 (4th Cir.2007) (applying West Virginia law and citing 
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Croston, 195 W. Va. at 90). The "fraudulent promise" exception permits a claim where the device 

used to accomplish the fraud is the promise itself. Traders Bank v. Dils, 226 W. Va. 691, 695 (2010)." 

George Golf Design, Inc. v. Greenbrier Hotel Corp., No. 5:10-CV-01240, 2012 WL 4748802, at *2 

(S.D.W. Va. Oct. 4, 2012) "If a person, being in a situation to know, takes advantage of the confiding 

ignorance of another, not equally well situated, and falsely represents that a future event will certainly 

come to pass, and thereby induces the deceived to enter into a disadvantageous contract, such 

misrepresentation cannot be excused as the mere expression of opinion, but will be regarded as the 

utterance of a known falsehood for fraudulent purpose ... " Syl. pt. 2, Buena Vista Co. v. Billmyer, 48 W. 

Va. 382,37 S.E. 583 (1900) See also Quicken Loans, Inc. v. Brown, 230 W. Va. 306, 321, 737 S.E.2d 

640,655 (2012) (Quicken argued for dismissal on a claim of fraud based on a promise to refinance in the 

future, and the Court noted, ''Not unlike this Court's decision in Traders Bank v. Dils, 226 W.Va. 691, 

704 S.E.2d 691 (2010), this case "involves the exception to the general rule that fraud cannot be 

predicated on a promise not performed. This exception ••• comes into play where the device used to 

accomplish the fraud is the promise itself ... [t]he critical element of a fraudulent inducement claim is 

an oral promise that is used as an improper enticement to the consummation of another agreement." Id., 

226 W.Va. at 696, 704 S.E.2d at 696. 

Here, the express promise of McGuireWoods that the tax structure could not be disregarded, 

among other misrepresentations, was the device or devices used to accomplish the fraud, which was to 

convince the plaintiffs to go along and continue with the McGuire Woods deal. So to the extent that the 

fraud did involve a promise as to future occurrences, it is actionable under longstanding West Virginia 

law. 

The Circuit Court held that the fraudulent promise doctrine did not apply because, to be an 

actionable "fraudulent promise, McGuireWoods must have had no intention of performing the 

promise when it was made. This justification does not make sense. The "fraudulent promise" exception 

permits a claim where the device used to accomplish the fraud is the promise itself. To the extent it 

means that the plaintiffs must prove that McGuireWoods acted fraudulently in making the promise or 
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knew that the promise was false when made, as explained above, plaintiffs have presented sufficient 

evidence, from the defendant's internal notes, that it knew that IRS could recharacterize the transaction. 

(JAI508) From this the jury can reasonably infer a fraudulent promise that the IRS could not disregard 

the transaction. Defendants rarely admit that they knew their promise or representation was false when 

given, so it must always be proven by circumstantial evidence and inferred by the jury from the 

circumstances. See Workv. Rogerson, 152 W. Va. 169, 181, 160 S.E.2d 159, 167 (1968). 

In addition, the Circuit Court held that a claim of fraud cannot be based on representations of 

future facts and implies that the law changed after the tax opinion, when it did not. However, defendant 

represented in its tax opinion that the opinion was based upon current provisions of the Internal Revenue 

Code and Regulations, pertinent judicial authority and published pronouncements of the IRS. (JA746) 

The Circuit Court failed to recognize that all of the doctrines asserted by the IRS as a result of this 

transaction were in existence before the transaction closed, including transferee liability, Son of Boss, 

step transaction, and economic substance or substance over fonn doctrine. The IRS even sent out a special 

notice warning about the illegality of Son of Boss transactions, released on August 13, 2000 and 

published September 5,2000, before McGuireWoods prepared its tax opinion on October 26,2000. (IRS 

Notice 2000-44, JAI484-6, and Tax Opinion, JA1459) McGuireWoods's tax opinion discussed none of 

these doctrines and the risk they posed to the plaintiffs. (JAI459) Instead, McGuireWoods promised that 

the transaction could not be disregarded. These are representations of current fact, not future promises. 

Likewise, all of the affinnative misrepresentations and misrepresentations by omission about 

checking out the buyer and the legitimacy of the buyer and its bona fides, were statements ofcurrent fact, 

not a representation of future events. These were representations of existing matters by which the 

plaintiffs were induced to part with their money or property. See Gaddy Eng'g Co. v. Bowles Rice 

McDavid Graff & Love, LLP, 231 W. Va. 577, 746 S.E.2d 568, 570 (2013), citied by defendant.4 Thus, 

the Circuit Court's finding about future vs. current does not apply. 

4 Gaddy was not an attorney client relationship case. Rather it was a dispute between and law firm and its expert 
engineering firm. In Gaddy, the expert engineering firm claimed that the law fum promised to share the law firm's 
contingent fee in cases with the engineering fum. Gaddy's discussion of future promises dealt with the law fum's 
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The Court, repeating what was in defendant's proposed order, quoted State ex rei. Allstate Ins. 

Co. v. Union Pub. Servo Dist., 151 W. Va. 207, 151 S.E.2d 102 (1966) for a proposition that it did not 

stand for, to wit: "When a plaintiff's allegations regarding the facts purportedly constituting fraud are 

simply "an allegation of a mere conclusion of law[,]" then the plaintiffs fraud claim must fail," Order at 

p. 8-9. This leads one to believe that Allstate held that fraud cannot be pursued when a conclusion of law, 

i.e. that the tax structure could not be disregarded, is a factual basis of a fraud claim. In other words, that 

an attorney's statement involving a legal issue is not actionable as fraud under any circumstances. 

However, what Allstate was discussing was the sufficiency of a complaint, and held that simply alleging 

fraud, without pleading facts showing fraud, was not a sufficient pleading, specifically holding, "The 

charge of fraud in the answer contains no statement of facts on which to base the alleged fraud and is an 

allegation of a mere conclusion of law." Id at 215-16, 107. There was no law firm involved in Allstate. 

Thus, Allstate does not stand for the proposition the defendant proposed to the Circuit Court, which it 

incorrectly adopted. 

The Circuit Court further held alternatively that plaintiffs had abandoned their claims of 

detrimental reliance. The plaintiffs never abandoned any claim for detrimental reliance. Detrimental 

reliance was pleaded in the complaint, it was never voluntarily dismissed or withdrawn by plaintiffs, and 

plaintiffs have continued to maintain that they relied to their detriment upon representations made by 

defendant. The Court below came to this conclusion because of arguments made in plaintiffs' December 

12, 2012 brief. That argument said: 

The defendant argues that Count N of the plaintiffs' claim for "reliance" is not a recognized "stand 
alone" cause of action in Virginia and, instead, is an element of other causes of action like fraud. 
Notwithstanding that detrimental reliance, sometimes called "estoppel in pais," is and has been a 
recognized cause of action in Virginia and West Virginia,5 Count N of plaintiffs' complaint is one 
for fraud and fraudulent inducement upon which the plaintiffs relied to their detriment and 
incorporates all of the paragraphs preceding the count which details the basis for the count. It is not 
a stand-alone claim based solely on reliance but on known misrepresentations by defendant. 
Therefore, defendant's argument in this regard should be denied. 

promise to do something in the future, that is share the firm's fee with its expert. The Court held, inter alia, that was 
a breach ofcontract claim, not a fraud claim. Id at 586. Here, McGuireWoods did not promise to perform something 
in the future for the Kay Company. Therefore, Gaddy is factually distinguishable. 

5 See generally Michie's Jurisprudence, Estoppel §14, Estoppel in Pais, and cases cited therein. 
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The fact that plaintiffs' detrimental reliance claim was not based solely on reliance, but on 

misrepresentations by defendant, does not constitute abandonment of any other claims, including 

detrimental reliance. Plaintiffs' argument was made to illustrate that, even under defendant's 

characterization of Virginia law, the defendant's argument for dismissal was not correct. The Circuit 

Court order cited no case law on this concept of legal abandonment of a cause of action pleaded in a 

complaint under similar facts. 

While the Circuit Court dismissed the plaintiffs' fraud claim due to the settlement with the IRS, 

the Circuit Court also stated, "If the record does not support a malpractice claim, it cannot meet the more 

stringent standard required to prove the intentional tort of fraud ..." stating that evidence of fraud requires 

a higher standard of proof than negligence. The Circuit Court ruled that settlement barred plaintiffs' legal 

negligence claims, not that the plaintiffs failed to put forth sufficient facts to show defendant was 

negligent. There was no finding that plaintiffs could not show negligence supporting malpractice. 

Plaintiffs put forth a myriad of evidence sufficient to create a jury question on defendant's legal 

negligence. (JA459-70,510-85,1504,I63I) For the Court to then rule that plaintiffs could not factually 

show fraudulent conduct because of a finding the Court never made about the legal negligence claim, is 

clearly erroneous and without foundation. 

The Circuit Court cited an out-of-state case which discussed a fraud claim as a repackaging of a 

legal malpractice claim and another out of state case stating that a plaintiff must show something more 

egregious than the conduct constituting malpractice. The Court did not apply these cases to the facts in 

this matter, and simply concluded after citing them that "like the legal malpractice claims, Plaintiffs' 

negligent misrepresentation and fraud claims must also fail as a matter of law." Under W.V.R.C.P. 8(e) a 

party may set out alternative legal theories in a pleading. If the evidence supports the same, the plaintiff is 

entitled to have ajury instructed on all of the alternative legal theories. See I/osley v. Michelin Tire Corp., 

172 W. Va. 435, 445, 307 S.E.2d 603, 613 (1983) ("In this jurisdiction, a plaintiff is entitled to a jury 

instruction on each cause of action supported by evidence. Once the appellee presented evidence on both 
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theories, she was entitled to have the jury consider each ground asserted for relief."(internal citations 

omitted» A plaintiff cannot recover duplicate damages, but a plaintiff is permitted to alternatively plead 

causes of action based upon a set of facts. The Circuit Court's order confused this premise. 

F. Plaintiffs were reasonable in relying upon the representations of their lawyers. 

Plaintiffs were justified and acted reasonably in relying upon the representations of their lawyers. 

The Circuit Court noted that the plaintiffs knew generally that the IRS could challenge any position taken 

on a return. Therefore, the Court below made a factual inference in favor of the defendant that plaintiffs 

were not reasonable in their reliance on the representations of their lawyers. Knowing that the IRS could 

challenge something is why Plaintiffs engaged McGuireWoods in the first place and is a far cry from the 

plaintiffs knowing about the risks specific to this transaction and the risks associated with the particular 

buyer entity. A vendor guilty of a representation made with intent to deceive should not be heard to say 

that the purchaser ought not to have believed him. Lengyel v. Lint, 167 W. Va. 272, 278, 280 S.E.2d 66, 

70 (1981). In fact, the burden is shifted where a fiduciary relationship exists. Work v. Rogerson, 152 W. 

Va. 169, 180-81, 160 S.E.2d 159, 16~7 (1968) (internal citations omitted). "[I]n a case where a 

fiduciary relationship exists and an inference of fraud arises, the burden of proof is then on the alleged 

feasor to establish the honesty of the transaction." Id. The plaintiffs testified that they relied upon the 

representations of McGuire Woods in entering into the transaction and whether that reliance was 

reasonable is a question offact for the jury. (JA1297) 

Defendant argued and the Court below noted that on August 2, 2000, an accountant Steve Robey 

stated in a letter that the IRS may challenge the tax treatment and without a private letter ruling from the 

IRS, prediction of the tax treatment cannot be made with absolute certainty. However, the Court below 

failed to acknowledge that, after the letter from the accountant, the plaintiffs specifically asked their tax 

lawyers about it, and were told in writing: I have raised the tax issues that we discussed with Tom and 

he has also spoken with Steve Robey, and Tom [of MW] is confidant [sic] that our tax structure 

could not be disregarded." (JA1303) When asked about the private letter ruling and its 

admissibility, Mr. Rohman "said it wasn't necessary." (JA1298, Depo. Rohman, pp.141-2, 
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SA154) At the very least, there is a question of fact as to whether the plaintiffs relied on their tax 

lawyers' representations over the accountant and whether relying on their tax attorneys was 

reasonable. The Court once again only adopted the facts that arguably favored the defendant, 

ignored the facts that favored the plaintiffs, and failed to drawn any reasonable inferences in 

favor of the plaintiffs. 

G. There was sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could determine that defendant was 
engaged in a joint venture along with the buyer entities, which the Circuit Court disregarded. 

West Virginia recognizes the doctrine ofjoint venture and joint enterprise. A joint venture exists 

when two or more persons or entities carry out a single business enterprise for profit, for which purposes 

they combine their property, money, effects, skill, and knowledge. Price v. Halstead, 177 W. Va. 592, 

355 S.E.2d 380 (1987). The wrongdoing of one participant in a joint enterprise is imputed to all 

participants. Alban Tractor Co. v. Sheffield, 263 S.E.2d 67,68 (Va. 1980). 

McGuireWoods was involved with others in the business of arranging for parties who supposedly 

had losses in their business to purchase other corporations at a discount, which corporations had a 

portfolio with built in capital gains. This was the joint business enterprise, which McGuireWoods claimed 

resulted in favorable tax treatment for plaintiffs. For a contingent fee, McGllireWoods would arrange for 

the transaction to take place, perform legal work associated with the transaction and provide the seller 

with a tax opinion letter advising them that they would only be taxed one time on the capital gains. 

(JAI148, "Promoters") In early 2000, Tom Rohman advised Skip Roberts that he knew of a buyer who 

had capital losses that could be used to offset gains from the sale of Kay's portfolio and would be 

interested in buying Kay's stock, which would result in Kay's stockholders being taxed only once on the 

sale. The Kay Company was told "McGuire Woods has brought together such companies with 

buyers who have ongoing tax losses which can offset the built-in portfolio gains of the selling 

companies. Skip believes they have made several large purchases through structures along these lines." 

(JA1154; Depo. C. Brown, pp.92,155, SA178-9) Mr. Roberts was informed that Mr. Rohman recently 

arranged a transaction where $30 million in low basis stock was sold and McGuireWoods' client avoided 
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the double tax. (JAI86) The IRS' "Transferee Report" provides an analysis of the complex arrangement 

and the players, as well as the position the IRS took with regard to the transaction. (JAI144-1229) 

This was not the normal attorney-client relationship. Usually, parties to a business deal decide to 

do business with one another and then they seek legal advice with respect to the proposed transaction. 

Here, McGuireWoods provided the idea, the deal (the transaction), had the buyer, and provided the tax 

advice and opinions. These were defendant's contributions to the joint enterprise. McGuireWoods was 

one of the promoters in the deal along with Integrated Capital Associates, as asserted by the IRS. 

(Transferee Report, JA1148) Plaintiffs allege that McGuireWoods is liable to plaintiffs, both as attorney 

and as a promoter, as a joint tortfeasor and as a joint venturer with the other promoters. (See IRS 

Transferee Report, JA1144, incorporated into answer to Interrogatory Number 11, JA1241, for a detailed 

description of this joint venture.) The IRS identified Kay as the ''target'' corporation and stated: "ICA 

and McGuireWoods were the tax shelter promoters." (JAI147-8) 

In granting summary judgment, the Court below found that there was no evidence of any 

agreement between defendant and the buyer entities with respect to carrying out the transaction. 

However, evidence showed that "McGuireWoods placed at least five of its clients in Intermediary 

transactions with ICA. In each case the McGuireWoods client was a personal holding company with 

appreciated marketable securities. The transaction involving Kay Co. was the second transaction of the 

five known transactions involving a client of McGuireWoods." (JAI148, depo. C. Brown, p. 92, SA178) 

This is evidence showing the agreement of the defendant and the buyer entities to participate in the joint 

venture. The records show that McGuireWoods did at least five of these deals and had done another deal 

with buyer entity ICA before the one at issue here and had one or two others pending and the Kay deal 

was a small one. (JA1144,1330-6) Therefore, importantly, McGuireWoods not only offered to give a tax 

opinion, it also structured the entire deal, and promoted the deal along with ICA and others for a fee of 

$125,000, a fee which was contingent upon the deal being consummated. This is evidence of 

McGuireWoods's share of the profit. Therefore, McGuireWoods was acting in a dual role, first as a 

promoter in bringing a buyer to plaintiffs and then as tax expert to motivate plaintiffs, the "Target," to sell 
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their company for a discount -- in this case the discount was about a million dollars -- with the promise 

that they would not be double taxed on the sale of their stock portfolio. This was a complex sale 

transaction, basically to an alleged fraudulent purchaser, which McGuireWoods arranged, orchestrated, 

and structured. (IRS Transferee Report, JAI144-1229) 

In its order, the Court below found that the buyer entities had their own legal counsel. However, 

in addition to the above, the evidence shows that McGuireWoods attorney Rohman was communicating 

directly with the buyer entities in arranging these deals, even though the buyer entities had counsel. 

Emails show Rohman communicated directly with Howard Tieg, CFO of ICA, who is not a lawyer, but 

had one for the transaction at issue. (See 9-20-00 Email of Rohman with Howard Teig, CFO of ICA, 

JAI487.) ICA's Teig and Rohman communicated about Rohman's request to "fast track" the Kay 

Company deal and Teig responded, also mentioning another transaction they are working on together. 

(See 9-19-00 Email of Rohman to Teig, JA1488, and 9-20-00 Email of Teig to Rohman, JAI488.) In a 

September 5,2009 email from ICA's Teig to Rohman, they discuss squeezing out minority shareholders 

of the Kay Company, shareholders McGuireWoods now admits it represented. (See 9-5-00 Email of 

Teig to Rohman, JA1489.) Teig specifically asks Rohman to remove the confidentiality clause in the 

stock purchase agreement as this is a "test for tax shelter.,,6 (See 9-5-00 Email of Teig to Rohman, 

JA1489.) This is not only evidence of an agreement to participate in the venture, it is evidence of 

collusion. It is further evidence that both sides had the right to control how the deals were structured. It is 

certainly evidence of a combined effort to effectuate these deals. From these documents, it can be 

reasonably inferred that there was an agreement between defendant and the buyer entities with respect to 

carrying out these transactions. There is no requirement that the agreement be in writing and it can be 

implied. Syl. Pt. 2, Price v. Halstead, 177 W. Va. 592, 355 S.E.2d 380 (1987). 

The Court further held, again as drafted by the defendant, that there was no evidence that 

McGuireWoods and the buyer could control the actions of the other. The issue is the joint right to control 

6 Not only does this show that McGuire Woods and ICA were working together on the venture behind the scenes, it 
shows that McGuireWoods and ICA were concerned that what they were proposing to the plaintiffs could be 
considered a tax shelter, despite their assurances to the plaintiffs that it was not, supporting plaintiffs' fraud claims. 
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the venture that is one factor to consider, not the right to control the actions of the other party to the 

venture. In a joint venture, a basis of the parties' shared liability may be their shared right to control its 

management and the shared right to control may be apparent from the agreement of the parties, or it may 

be a logical conclusion from the facts, as found by a jury. Horchler v. Van Zandt, 199 S.E. 65 (W.Va. 

1938). Here, either party could have called a halt to the venture, and both made decisions about how the 

deals would be structured. This is sufficient evidence ofj oint control of a joint venture. 

The defendant argued that it did not share profits of the venture. A true profit is simply a gain or 

benefit over and above expenditures. The dictionary defines profit as: 

n. 1. An advantage gained: benefit. 2. Financial return 
after all business expenses have been met. v. 1. To gain 
financially. 2. To gain an advantage: benefit.7 

Therefore, it is not essential that the joint venturers take profits by splitting money proceeds, but only that 

they all benefit or gain from the enterprise. This Court determined in Gelwicks v. Homan, 20 S.E.2d 666, 

669 (W.Va. 1942), that a joint venture existed when the parties did not split proceeds. The Court stated 

"[b]eing stockholders of the bank, the advantage accruing to them as stockholders is by the sale of stock 

to outside persons is apparent, and furnishes consideration for what they did." (emphasis added). 

Regardless, there is sufficient evidence to create a jury question that defendant did share in the proceeds, 

as defendant was paid a portion out ofthose proceeds after and only ifthe sale went through. 

These documents and evidence create a genuine question of fact as to whether this was a joint 

venture between McGuire Woods and the buyer entities that went beyond and in conflict with their 

dealings with the plaintiffs. Plaintiffs assert that the buyer entities and McGuireWoods were engaged in a 

joint venture in the promotion of the tax shelter scheme. As such, McGuireWoods was representing the 

fraudulent buyer as its agent and joint venturer. 

Because McGuireWoods charged a contingency of $125,000 payable out of the proceeds of sale, 

and had a pre-existing business relationship with the fraudulent buyers and their representatives on 

7WEBSTER'S II NEW RIVERSIDE DICTIONARY, 1984, p. 559. See also BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, 
abridged Fifth Edition, 1983, p. 632, which defines profit as, inter alia, "gain realized from business or investment 
over and above expenditures and the benefit, advantage, or pecuniary gain accruing to the owner." 
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multiple, other deals, and McGuireWoods through its contacts "found" the purchaser and then designed 

the transaction, plaintiffs have properly asserted that McGuireWoods engaged in a joint venture with the 

other parties who made money off the sale. Defendant is liable as a principal with the purchasers in the 

other side of the transaction. All parties to a joint venture are liable for the torts of the co-venturers, 

including misrepresentation by omission of material facts and tax fraud. These documents create a 

question of fact as to whether this was a joint venture between McGuire Woods and the buyer entities that 

cannot be resolved by summary judgment. (JA12-49) "[T]he question of whether or not a joint venture 

exists is to be answered by the jury ... " Bowers v. Wurzburg, 207 W. Va. 28, 37, 528 S.E.2d 475, 484 

(1999). 

The Court also found that the plaintiffs did not prove any identifiable tort committed by the buyer 

entities. This is incorrect. It is undisputed that the buyer entities did not pay taxes owed. Consequently, 

plaintiffs had to pay the taxes and penalties or be further penalized. McGuireWoods cannot seriously 

contend that the buyer entities did not commit tax fraud and a tax shelter scheme. To the extent this is 

truly in dispute, which it is not, the plaintiffs listed and will be permitted to call the various persons listed 

in the Transferee Report and show the various documents produced in discovery, including the fraudulent 

tax return filed by the buyer entities, to support this. (JA2020-2061) 

V. CONCLUSION 

There are genuine issues of material fact in this case supporting every element of the plaintiffs' 

burden of proof. A settlement with the IRS foreseeably resulting from the negligence McGuireWoods 

does not preclude plaintiffs' claims under the facts of this particular case. As such, the 

PetitionerlPlaintiffs below respectfully request that this Court reverse the order granting summary 

judgment. 
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